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1. Introduction 
Photon detectors are indispensable in many areas of fundamental physics research, 
particularly in the emerging fields of particle astrophysics, nuclear and particle physics, as 
well as in medical equipment (i.e. PET), in physical check-ups and diagnosis as in-vitro 
inspection (Radioimmunoassay and Enzyme immunoassay as luminescent, fluorescent, 
Chemiluminescent Immunoassay), biomedicine, industrial application, in environmental 
measurement equipment (like dust counters used to detect dust contained in air or liquids, 
and radiation survey monitors used in nuclear power plants). In astroparticle physics, 
photons detectors play a crucial role in the detection of fundamental physical processes: in 
particular, most of the future experiments which aimed at the study of very high-energy 
(GRB, AGN, SNR) or extremely rare phenomena (dark matter, proton decay, zero neutrinos-
double beta decay, neutrinos from astrophysical sources)[3-7] are based on photons 
detection. The needs of very high sensitivity push the designing of detectors whose sizes 
should greatly exceed the dimensions of the largest current installations. In the construction 
of such large-scale detectors no other option remains as using natural media - atmosphere, 
deep packs of ice, water and liquefied gases at cryogenic temperatures [8-13]. In these 
(transparent) media, charged particles, originating from interaction or decays of primary 
particles, emit Cherenkov radiation or fluorescence light, detected by photosensitive 
devices. Hence, for the improvement in the quality of the experimental results a particular 
attention should be paid to the improvement of photon detectors performances. In 
underwater neutrino telescopes (but this is applicable also to other experiments) Cherenkov 
light, emitted by charged leptons stemming from neutrino interaction, hits photomultipliers 
(PMT) situated at different distances from the track. This implies, that the response of PMTs 
should be linear in a very wide range from high illumination to the single photon. Another 
area of interest is the direct searches of Dark Matter in form of WIMPs: in these experiments 
it is exploited the scintillation properties of double-phase (liquid-gas) detectors, where 
primary and secondary scintillation light signals are detected by high-efficiency PMTs, 
immersed in cryogenic liquids or low temperature gases (89 K for the liquid argon) [14-17]. 
The next generation of experiments requires further improvement in linearity, gain, and 
sensitivity (quantum efficiency and single photon counting capability) of PMTs. 
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To date, the photon detection capabilities of the Vacuum Photomultiplier Tube (VPMT) 
seem to be unrivalled. Nevertheless standard photomultiplier tubes suffer of the following 
drawbacks: 
- fluctuations in the first dynode gain make single photon counting difficult; 
- the linearity is strongly related to the gain and decreases as the latter increases; 
- the transit time spreads over large fluctuations; 
- the mechanical structure is complex and expensive; 
- they are sensitive to the magnetic fields; 
- the need of voltage dividers increases failure risks, complexity in the experiments 
designs and power consumption. 
2. Alternatives to the standard photomultipliers tubes 
To overcome these limitations, alternatives to VPMT, mainly concentrated on solid-state 
detectors, are under study. After about one century of standard technology (photocathode 
and dynode electron multiplication chain), the recent strong developments of modern 
silicon devices have the potential to boost this technology towards a new generation of 
photodetectors, based on an innovative and simple inverse p–n junction, PN or PIN 
photodiodes, avalanche photodiodes—APD and avalanche photodiodes in linear Geiger-
mode (GM-APD, SiPM from now on) [18-25]. These solid-state devices present important 
advantages over the vacuum ones, namely higher quantum efficiency, lower operation 
voltages, insensitivity to the magnetic fields, robustness and compactness. The step by-step 
evolution of solid-state photon detectors was mainly determined by their internal gain: a 
PIN has no gain, an APD can reach a gain of few hundreds, while the GM-APD 105–106, 
comparable with that of the vacuum photodetectors; this would allow the GM-APD to 
achieve single-photon sensitivity and to be used in low-level light applications. This silicon 
device has become commercially available in the recent years. 
We will first discuss the detection of light by silicon devices and then move on to the 
description of the SiPM and its  properties and possible applications.  
2.1 Light detection with the photodiode  
The basis for detection of light in silicon photodiodes is the p-n junction described in Figure 
1, where a depleted region is formed due to carriers diffusion [26].   
A junction is formed by diffusing a donor impurity to a shallow depth into silicon which is 
originally high purity p-type, sometimes called π-type silicon. Thus the layer at the 
surface is highly doped n-type, often referred as n+ type with an high concentration of 
electrons, and the material inside is p type with a relatively low concentration of holes. A 
schematic view of the structure is shown in Figure 2. The resulting structure, referred to 
as an n+-p junction, presents a configuration n+pπp+, where π is a very slight p-type 
doping. In an analogous fashion a diffused p+n junction detector can be constructed. Since 
the density of acceptors in the p-type region is much lower relatively to that of donors in 
the n+-type region, the space charge region extends much further into the p region than 
into the n+ region. This space-charge region, characterized primarily by acceptor centres 
in the p-region and filled by donor electrons from the n+ region, is a charge depleted 
region of very high resistivity. If electron-hole pairs are produced in this region, the 
electric field will drive electrons toward the n and holes toward the p side producing a 
current through the device.  
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Fig. 1. p-n junction with reversed bias. Energy band diagram is also shown. 
2.2 Photon absorption in silicon  
Pairs can be produced by light if the energy of the photon is sufficient to bring the electron 
over  the energy band gap. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic view of a p+n junction. 
The photon absorption process for photo generation, that is the creation of electron-hole 
pairs, requires the photon Energy to be at least equal to the band gap energy Egap of the 
semiconductor material to excite an electron from the valence to the conduction band,  
namely hν>Egap, corresponding to hc/ǌ>Egap: 
      ph gaphcE h E= ν = >λ   
The upper cut-off wavelength (or the threshold wavelength) ǌth is therefore determined by 
the bandgap energy Egap: 
 ( ) ( )
1.24
th
gap gap
hc
m
E E eV
λ µ = =  (1) 
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In some semiconductors, such as Si and Ge, the photon absorption process for photon 
energies near Egap requires the absorption and emission of lattice vibrations (vibrations of 
the Si atoms), namely phonons. The absorption process is said, in these cases, to be indirect 
as it depends on lattice vibrations which in turn depends on the temperature [27]. Since the 
interaction of a photon with a valence electron needs a third body, a lattice vibration, the 
probability of photon absorption is not as high as in a direct transition. As a consequence, 
the threshold wavelength is not as sharp as for direct band gap semiconductors. During the 
absorption process, a phonon may be absorbed or emitted. If Ǐ is the frequency of the lattice 
vibrations, then the phonon energy is hǏ and the photon energy should be hǎ > Egap± hǏ. 
Actually, since hǏ is small (<0.1 eV), the energy needed for absorption is very close to Egap. 
In silicon, for which Egap=1.12 eV, the threshold wavelength as given by the Equation 1 is 
≈1100 nm. 
Incident photons with wavelengths shorter than ǌth become absorbed as they travel in the 
semiconductor and the light intensity, which is proportional to the number of photons, 
decays exponentially with distance into the semiconductor. The absorption coefficient α 
determines how far into a material the light of a particular wavelength can penetrate before 
absorption. In a material with a low absorption coefficient, light is only poorly absorbed, 
and if the material is thin enough, it will appear transparent to that wavelength.  
The absorption coefficient, α, is related to the extinction coefficient, k, by the following 
formula: 
 
4  kπα =
λ
  
where ǌ is the wavelength. Thus, defining the complex index of refraction as ñ= n – ik, the 
imaginary component k is related to the absorption, whereas the real component n= c/vphase  
is related to reflectivity. In Figure 3 the real and imaginary part of the refractive index of 
silicon is shown [28]. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Real and (negative) imaginary components of the refractive index for silicon at 300 K. 
As a consequence of the cut-off wavelength, direct bandgap semiconductor materials (as 
GaAs, InP) have a sharp edge in their absorption coefficient. Actually, even for those 
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photons which have an energy above the band gap, the absorption coefficient is not 
constant, but still depends strongly on the wavelength. The probability of absorbing a 
photon depends on the probability that a photon and an electron interact in such a way as to 
move from one energy band to another. For photons which have an energy very close to that 
of the band gap, the absorption is relatively low since only those electrons directly at the 
valence band edge can interact with the photon to cause absorption. As the photon energy 
increases a larger number of electrons can interact with the photon, resulting in a higher 
absorption probability.  
In indirect bandgap semiconductor materials, like silicon, there is a long tail in 
absorption out to long wavelengths. Figure 4 [27] shows the absorption coefficient α as a 
function of wavelength ǌ for various semiconductors: it is clear the different behaviour 
of α with the wavelength in the case of direct band gap semiconductors (e.g. GaAs, InP) 
with respect to indirect band gap semiconductors (e.g. Si, Ge). In Figure 5 [29], instead, 
the absorption length or penetration depth, defined as 1/α, as a function of wavelength 
for Si is shown.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Absorption coefficient α as a function of wavelength ǌ for various semiconductors. 
To detect light by a photodiode, it first has to enter through the surface and then absorbed in 
the active volume of the device. Due to the high value of real part of the refractive index of 
silicon, which is above 3.5 for wavelengths below 1100 nm at 300 K as shown in Figure 3, an 
antireflective coating is needed to reduce the strong Fresnel reflection of light from the 
surface of the device. 
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Fig. 5. Absorption length 1/α as a function of wavelength ǌ for Silicon. 
Actually, not all the incident photons are absorbed to create pairs that can be collected and 
give rise to a photocurrent. The efficiency of the conversion process is measured by the 
quantum efficiency QE of the detector, defined as 
 
           
     
number of electron hole pairs generated andcollected
QE
number of incident photons
−
=   
which depends on the wavelength. In the evaluation of QE, the number of electrons 
collected per seconds is given by Iph/e, where Iph  is the measured photocurrent, whereas the 
number of photons arriving per second is Po/hν, with Po the incident optical power. 
Then the QE can be also defined as [27] 
 
/
/
ph
o
I e
QE
P h
=
ν
  
A  typical photodiode QE is shown in Figure 6 [30]. 
If the semiconductor length is comparable with the penetration depth not all the photons 
will be absorbed, resulting in a low QE. 
Therefore, to obtain an high quantum efficiency, the thickness of the depleted layer has to 
be larger than the absorption length. The absorption length shows strong variations from 
about 10 nm, for near UV light, to more than 1 mm, in the infrared region. To enhance the 
sensitivity in the range of blue light, the active region needs to be close to the surface and 
for the detection of longer wavelengths it has to be thick compared to the absorption 
length.  
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Fig. 6. Typical photodiode QE as a function of wavelength. 
2.3 Reverse biased photodiodes    
The  thickness of the layer can be increased by applying  a reverse bias to the diode junction. 
To obtain a thick depletion layer with low reverse bias, a PIN photodiode is used with an 
intrinsic layer between the p and n faces of the diode. The photodiode does not present any 
internal amplification of the signal so the number of charges generated it is equal to the 
number of detected photons. It can be used for applications in which more than about 10,000 
photons are simultaneously detected by the device. Taking into account that the capacitance 
per unit area C/A, expressed in picofarad per square centimetre, is C/A=1,061/x0 where x0 
is the depletion layer thickness expressed in cm, millivolt ranged signal is expected using 
typical parameters [31]. A typical application in high energy physics for such a device is the 
calorimetry, in which a large amount of photons has to be detected. 
To detect weaker signals, instead, internal amplification is required. This can be obtained, as 
in gas based devices, by increasing the applied voltage. In fact, if the electric field in the 
silicon is high enough, primary carriers can produce new pairs by impact ionization. These 
generated electron-hole pairs are further accelerated by the electric field to a sufficiently 
high kinetic energy to cause new impact ionization, releasing more electron-hole pairs, 
which leads to an avalanche of impact ionization processes. Thus, with a single photon 
absorption, one can generate a large number of electron-hole pairs, all of which contribute to 
the observed photocurrent, leading an internal gain mechanism.  Each absorbed photon 
creates in average a finite number M of electron–hole pairs exploiting the impact ionization 
process. The multiplication of carriers in the avalanche region depends on the probability of 
impact ionization which strongly depends on the reverse bias Vbias.  
This mode of operation is called linear because the number of the collected carriers is 
proportional (by a factor M) to the number of absorbed photons. A photodiode with such an 
amplification region is called the avalanche photodiode (APD). The ionization rate is higher 
for electrons than for holes, so the amplification process for electrons starts at lower fields 
and the avalanche grows in the direction of the electrons movement. With the increase in the 
electric field also holes start to ionize. When the ionization probability is high enough, the 
amplification can no longer be controlled. This limits the amplification factor in APDs to 
about ~100. Due to the low amplification, these devices are still not appropriate for detection 
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of signals of a few photons only. However, signals coming from about 100 photons can be 
detected. 
2.4 Geiger mode APD silicon photomultiplier 
To obtain the single photon sensitivity in a silicon device, one needs to operate the APD in 
the Geiger mode [32]. A diode working in a region near the breakdown voltage can be 
operated in two different ways depending on whether the bias voltage is below or above the 
breakdown point. In the first case the device is called avalanche photodiode (APD) 
described above. In the second case the device is referred to as Geiger-mode APD (GM-
APD). In this bias condition, the electric field is so high that a single carrier injected into the 
depletion region can trigger a self-sustaining avalanche. The carrier initiating the discharge 
can be either thermally generated (noise source of the device) or photo-generated (useful 
signal).  
In Figure 7 the schematic view of the gain as a function of reverse bias is shown. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Schematic view of gain as a function of Vbias. 
The main limitation of a single diode working in GM is that the output signal is the same 
regardless of the number of interacting photons. In order to overcome this limitation, the 
diode can be segmented in tiny micro-cells (each working in GM) connected in parallel to a 
single output. Each element, when activated by a photon, gives the same current response, 
so that the output signal is proportional to the number of cells hit by a photon and the 
output signal is the sum of the Geiger mode signals of microcells. The dynamic range is 
limited by the number of elements composing the device, and the probability that two or 
more photons hit the same micro-cell depends on the size of the micro-cell itself. This 
structure is called Silicon Photo Multiplier (SiPM) [1]. 
All the microcells are identical, independent and operate in single photon counting mode. A 
quenching mechanism is implemented thanks to a specially resistive material technology. 
Together with the common electrode structure all this gives the possibility to act as a 
proportional detector for measurements of low intensity photons flux. 
The typical density of microcells that can be produced is 1000–5000 per mm2 and the total 
number of microcells on our tested photodetectors with sensitive area of 1 mm2 is of the 
order of 2000. This defines the dynamic range of the device. The noise conditions of the 
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SiPM is defined by dark count rate, as in Geiger mode a single thermally generated electron 
or hole can initiate an avalanche, leading to an electrical pulse that is indistinguishable from 
the one of a single photon. This gives the main limitation of increasing the sensitive area of 
SiPM operated in single photon counting mode, but it is not so significant for low photon 
flux measurement when Nphot > 3. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Structure of the multi cell matrix of a SiPM. 
3. Structure of the SiPM 
The structure of the silicon photomultiplier is a combination of large number of avalanche 
microcells on a single substrate and with common quenching mechanism (resistive layer) 
and common electrodes. 
3.1 Structure of avalanche microcell 
The schematic structure of the avalanche microcell of a SiPM is shown in Figure 9 and 
presents a configuration n+-p-π-p+, where π represents very slight p-type doping.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Schematic structure of avalanche microcell of SiPM. 
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The n+ side is thin and is the one which receives light through a window. A thickness of 
about 1µm of depletion region between the thin n+ (thickness = 0.1–1.5 µm) and p layers is 
created thanks to the reverse electric field. There are three p-type layers of different doping 
levels next to the n+ layer to suitably modify the field distribution across the structure. The 
first is a thin p-type layer, the second is a thick lightly p-type doped (almost intrinsic) π-
layer of ≈300 µm, and the third is a heavily doped p+ layer ≈ 3µm thick. On the surface of the 
avalanche microstructure a thin metal layer is placed (≈ 0.01 µm) with an antireflection 
coating. Above the n+ region, a resistive SiO2 layer (thickness ≈0.15 µm, ρ ≈ 105-107 Ωcm) 
limits the Geiger breakdown propagation by a local reduction of the electric field. 
The electric field is at a maximum at the n+p junction, then decreases slowly through the p-
layer. The field vanishes at the end of the narrow depletion layer in the p+ side, as shown in 
Figure 10 [33]. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Configuration of the electric field. The high-field region (E≈5×105 V/cm) is built up 
in the highly doped n+p. 
The absorption of photons of λ≈400 nm takes place mainly in the π-layer. The nearly 
uniform field here separates the electron–hole pairs and drifts them at velocities near 
saturation towards the n+ and p+ sides, respectively. When the drifting electrons reach the p-
layer it may be accelerated by the high fields to sufficiently large kinetic energies to further 
cause impact ionization and release more electron-hole pairs which leads to an avalanche of 
impact ionization processes. Thus, from a single electron entering the p-layer, one can 
generate a large number of electron-hole pairs all of which contribute to the observed 
photocurrent. In this mode, any electron event in the sensitive area will produce a very large 
current flow with amplification gain of up to 106. 
3.2 Operation principle of a SiPM  
As mentioned in the previous paragraph the SiPM is a matrix of GM-APDs connected in 
parallel. A schematic representation of the device is shown in Figure 11. The connection 
between the cells is made on one side by the low-resistivity substrate and on the other side 
by a metal layer. The diodes (labelled as D) are asymmetric p–n junctions. Each GM-APD 
has in series a quenching resistor (RQ) which is needed to stop the avalanche current and, 
then, to restore the initial bias condition enabling the detection of a new incoming photon. A 
reverse bias voltage (Vbias) is applied to each junction through the common substrate 
electrode to deplete the n+–p junctions.  
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Fig. 11. Equivalent electric scheme of the SiPM 
4. Test of static characteristics  
The breakdown voltage (Vbreak) and the RQ values are determined thanks to the reverse and 
forward current–voltage (I–V) characteristics curves.  
The MPPCs used for this work have an active surface of 1 X 1 mm2, divided into 1,600 pixels 
of 25Ǎm x 25Ǎm (Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14), and of 3 X 3 mm2, divided in 14,400 
pixels of 25Ǎm x 25Ǎm (Figure 15 and Figure 16 : from Hamamatsu data sheet) [34]. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Aspect and external dimensions of the MPPC 1 X 1 mm2 under characterization. 
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Fig. 13. Operating parameters of the MPPC 1 X 1 mm2 as delivered by the supplier. 
 
 
Fig. 14. a) A Photograph of the MPPC S10362-11-025U by Hamamatsu. b) Structure of a 
MPPC pixel. 
 
 
Fig. 15. Aspect and external dimensions of the MPPC 3 X 3 mm2 under characterization. 
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Fig. 16. Operating parameters of the MPPC 3 X 3 mm2 as delivered by the supplier. 
A Vbreak of 70.1 V has been obtained for S10362-11-025U 1 X 1 mm2 SiPM, thus demonstrating a 
good uniformity of the Vbreak  for different SiPM’s. The value of the quenching resistor 
extracted from the forward characteristics is of ~145 Ω,  giving for a single micro-cell a value of 
230 kΩ  (see Figure 17). In fact the global resistance measured is related as: 
 RSiPM = Rmicro_cell/Nmicro_cell  
where Nmicro-cell = 1,600 for the S10362-11-025U model of 1 X 1 mm2 SiPM and Nmicro-cell = 
14,400 for the S10931-025P model of 3 X 3 mm2 SiPM.  
 
 
Fig. 17. Forward characteristics of S10362-11-025U SIPM (1 x 1 mm2). 
A similar measurement on the 3x3 mm2  SiPM led to a global resistance of 26 Ω, giving a 
single pixel quenching resistance of ~ 380 kΩ. 
In the Figure 18, the reverse biased portion of the I-V curve is shown, for the 3x3 mm2 SiPM. 
This side of the curve is used to extrapolate from the fit, the most convenient bias voltage to 
apply to the device. 
5. Dynamic characteristic and basic performances 
A circuit model, which emulates the evolution of the signal of a GM-APD was developed in 
the 1960s to describe the behaviour of micro-plasma instability in silicon [35, 36]. According 
to this model, the pre-breakdown state can be represented as a capacitance (junction 
capacitance, CD) in series with the quenching resistor. 
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Fig. 18. Reverse side of the Current VS Voltage curve, this time for the 3x3 mm2 SiPM. 
In steady state, the capacitance is charged at Vbias>Vbreak. When a carrier traverses the high-
field region, (switch closed in Figure 11/b) there is a certain probability, to initiate an 
avalanche discharge. If this happens, the new state of the system can be modelled adding to 
the circuit a voltage source Vbreak with a series resistor RS in parallel to the diode capacitance. 
RS (≈ 1kΩ) includes both the resistance of the neutral regions inside the silicon as well as the 
space charge resistance. CD, originally charged at Vbias>Vbreak, discharges through the series 
resistance down to the breakdown voltage with a time constant τD given by the product 
RSCD. The discharge current of the avalanche process can take some hundreds of ps. As the 
voltage on CD decreases, the current flowing through the quenching resistance tends to the 
asymptotic value of (Vbias-Vbreak)/(RQ+RS). In this final phase, if RQ is high enough (some 
hundreds of kΩ), the diode current is so low that a statistical fluctuation brings the 
instantaneous number of carriers flowing through the high-field region to zero, quenching 
the avalanche.  
When the avalanche process is terminated, the switch is again open and the circuit is in its 
initial configuration with the capacitance charged at Vbreak. At this point it starts recharging 
to the bias voltage with a time constant τR=CDRQ and the device becomes ready to detect the 
arrival of a new photon (Figure 19). The number of carriers created during an avalanche 
discharge is given by ncarriers=(Vbias–Vbreak)CD/e, where e is the electron charge. 
 
 
Fig. 19. The time evolution of the current into a cell, when a discharge occurs. 
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Than the gain of the SiPM (G) is determined by the charge (Q) that can be released from a 
micro-cell after the breakdown [19]: 
 max
  1    RD Q D
Q
IQ V C V
G R C
e e e R e
τΔ Δ
= = = =   
where ΔV = (Vbias-Vbreak) is the overvoltage and ΔV/ RQ = Imax.  
The time integration of the micro-cell dark pulse allowed the measurement of the gain.  
Each diode composing the SiPM reacts independently in the above-described way. Thus, if n 
cells are activated at the same time, the charge measured at the SiPM output is n times the 
charge developed by a single GM-APD, giving information on the light intensity. 
5.1 Experimental set up 
The basic performances of the MPPC’s are measured with light from a pulsed laser. All 
results shown in this section are for a Hamamatsu MPPC of 1x1 mm2 and 3x3 mm2. 
The general scheme of the experimental setup is shown in the Figure 20. The board 
accommodating the MPPC is placed inside of a dark chamber; the laser, pulsed at a typical 
frequency of 100 kHz, is connected via optical fiber with a custom connector as coupling 
device. Two beam splitters are installed along the fiber way in order to reduce the beam 
intensity and control, for very low intensities, the number of photons: the 1% outputs are 
used on both splitters, leading to a 10-4 reduction factor. 
The optical power of the installation has been measured using a Newport mod. 815 power 
meter having a sensitivity of 1 nW obtaining a response of about 50 to 2350 photons per 
pulse. 
 
 
Fig. 20. Scheme of the bench test for the MPPC using laser source and beam splitters. 
Figure 21 shows the electric scheme of the board used to amplify the MPPC signals. The 
detector receives power from a polarization resistor RP~10 kΩ and its output is connected to 
the input of a current-to-voltage amplifier. The amplifier is a LMH6624 by National 
Semiconductor used in inverting configuration and powered by ±5 V. In this configuration 
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the output of the operational amplifier is directly proportional to the current on the input 
flowing through the reaction resistance Rf, determining the amplification trans resistance 
gain and so giving: 
 Vout = -iin· Rf  (5.1) 
 
Fig. 21. Schematic diagram of the amplification board designed which accommodates the 
MPPC. 
5.2 Raw signal 
Figure 22 shows the raw signal and the output charge spectrum from an MPPC taken with 
an oscilloscope. The MPPC is illuminated by pulsed light from the laser at low intensity and 
the oscilloscope is triggered in synch with the laser. The responses for multiple triggers are 
overlaid in the figure. The charge corresponding to different numbers of fired pixels shows 
well separated peaks. 
This indicates that the gain of each micropixel is uniform, demonstrating the excellent 
photon counting capability of the MPPC. For bias voltage under 69.8 V on the 1x1 mm2 
device (and 69.4 V on the 3x3 mm2 device) we did not succeeded in observing any signal, 
since their amplitude is covered by electronic noise. At 69.8 V (69.4 V for the 3x3 mm2 
device) we observe clear signals of 1 photon equivalent (p.e.) of an amplitude of the order of 
2 mV (2.7 mV for the 3x3 mm2 device). As the bias voltage increases, higher signals are 
obtained, so 1 p.e. and signals for 2 or 3 p.e. begin to be always observable. The latter are 
due to an increased probability of thermally generation and crosstalk events. Around 71.5 V 
signals for 2 or 3 p.e. become very frequent and it is clear that, in these conditions, it 
becomes difficult to distinguish between any actual signal and dark count. 
Some samples of signal as observed at the oscilloscope at different operating voltages are 
shown in the Figure 23. 
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We remark that: 
• Rise time and fall time of signals are basically independent from the applied voltage. 
Rise time is around 1-2 ns; fall time is 2-3 ns and is sensitive to the transition 
capacitance of the pixels and the quenching resistor, since: 
 ( ) fall P Q D Q D RR R C R Cτ = + ≅ = τ   
• Optimal working voltage for this MPPC are around 70.5-71.2 V, values that are 
compatible with the ones suggested by the manufacturer. 
Rise and fall time have been measured at 70.8 V reverse bias, by accumulating 10,000 values 
and obtaining, for the 1x1 mm2: 
 τ rise = (1.4 ±0.6) ns  
 τ fall = (2.0 ±0.5) ns  
and 72.1 V reverse bias for the 3x3 mm2,obtaining: 
 τ rise = (8.4 ±0.6) ns  
 τ fall = (9.9 ±0.5) ns  
 
 
 
Fig. 22. A collection of pulse signals from MPPC as observed at the oscilloscope for the 3x3 
mm2 MPPC. 
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Fig. 23. A collection of pulse signals from MPPC as observed at the oscilloscope for the 1x1 
mm2 MPPC. 
5.3 Gain 
From the number of ADC counts between a well-separated pedestal and the peak 
corresponding to a single fired pixel, we derive the charge corresponding to a it, Q. The gain 
is defined as Q  divided  by the charge of an electron: 
 
Q
G
e
=   
Figure 25 shows the gain measured as a function of the applied voltage for the 1x1 mm2 
MPPC. The measurement is performed inside a temperature-controlled chamber and data at 
22.5 °C are shown. The measured gain depends linearly on the applied voltage as  expected.  
As a second method, the gain can be calculated by measuring the number of channels 
between two neighboring peaks. To calculate the gain with the second method we put the 
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MPPC under very low illuminations conditions, allowing to clearly distinguish between 
peaks of 1, 2, 3 and 4 p.e.. By changing the bias voltage between 71.5 and  74.1 V in 0.2V 
steps, we measured the difference in the amplitudes of signals of 2 – 1 p.e., 3 – 2p.e. and 4 – 
3 p.e.. Figure 22 shows the measurements obtained for 1x1 mm2 MPPC whereas  histograms 
on the left in Figure 24 show the results obtained with a 3x3 mm2 MPPC. Alternatively, the 
gain can also be evaluated by measuring the charge of the signal corresponding to the initial  
number of photoelectrons. The method is shown in the right histogram in the Figure 24, 
while in Figure 26 the two methods are compared. 
 
 
Fig. 24. Pulses from MPPC and gain measurement for the 3x3 mm2 MPPC (binning of left 
histograms is of 5 mV, and ,of right one is 50.0 pVs. Signal shown with 5 mV/div-20ms/div). 
 
 
Fig. 25. Measured gain as a function of the applied voltage for the 1x1 mm2 MPPC. 
 
 
Fig. 26. Comparison between methods for gain evaluation for the 1x1 mm2 MPPC (Left) and 
the for the 3x3 mm2 MPPC (Right). 
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5.4 An estimation of the capacitance 
From the gain obtained it is possible to get an estimation of the junction capacitance CD. In 
the case of the 3x3 mm2 MPPC (1x1 mm2 MPPC), from the linear fit of Figure 26, the slope of 
the fitting line is 
 b = (906 ± 9) 102V-1     ( (105 ± 2) 103V-1 in the 1x1 mm2 MPPC)     
by multiplying this value for the electron charge we get: 
 CD = (14.51 ± 0.15) fF   ( (16.74 ± 0.03) fF )  
From this we can get an estimation of the value of the quenching resistor: 
 RQ = τfall/CD = (680 ± 40) kΩ  ( (119 ± 30) kΩ )  
Moreover, since  
 
(   )    bias break DV V CG
e
−
=   
it is also possible to estimate the breakdown voltage of the device, by extrapolating from the 
gain line the voltage value corresponding to G=0.  In the 3x3 mm2 MPPC we obtain ௕ܸ௥௘௔௞ =ሺ͸ͻ.Ͷ	 ± 0.͹ሻ	V, while ௕ܸ௥௘௔௞ = ሺ͸ͺ.͹ͻ͸	 ± 	0.00ͷሻ	V for the 1x1 mm2 MPPC. 
5.5 Noise considerations 
The Geiger-mode micro-cell detection of an event does not give intensity information. The 
output pulse produced by the detection of a photon is indistinguishable from that 
produced by the detection of many simultaneously absorbed ones. That means a single 
thermally generated electron or hole can initiate an avalanche. This gives the main 
limitation of increasing the sensitive area of Si avalanche structures operated in single 
photon-counting mode at room temperature. Reduction of the dark counting rate in Si 
avalanche can be obtained by limiting both the sensitive area 1x1 - 3x3 mm2) and the 
thickness of depleted region. 
Other improvements can be achieved by minimizing the number of generation-
recombination centres, the impurities and crystal defect. In addition, the detector operation 
at low temperature and a good quality in the fabrication process further improve the single 
photon detection capability. The main effect to be taken into account is the production of 
after-pulses by charges from the avalanche process that are temporarily trapped, generating 
a new avalanche after their release (see Figure 27).  
After-pulses with short delay contribute little because the cells are not fully recharged, but 
have an effect on the recovery time. Operation at low temperatures elongate the delayed 
release by a factor of 3 when the temperature is reduced by 25 °C [21]. 
Another effect to be taken into account is the optical cross talk due to photon travelling to a 
neighbouring cell which trigger an avalanche. 
In fact, in an avalanche breakdown, there are 1–3 photons emitted in average per carriers, 
with a photon energy higher than the band gap of silicon. These photons may travel to 
another pixel of the matrix and initiate an avalanche breakdown there. A dedicated design, 
with grooves between the cells acting as an optical isolation, reduces the cross talk till two 
order of magnitude. Operation at a relatively low gain is advantageous in this case. 
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Fig. 27. After pulse event as obtainable at the oscilloscope. 
The origin of the cross-talk is presumed to be related to optical photons emitted during 
avalanche [37] which enter neighboring micro pixels and trigger another Geiger discharge. The 
probability of causing cross-talk is estimated from the fraction of events with more than one p.e. 
to that with one p.e. in randomly triggered events without external light. We assume that the 
events with more than 1 p.e. are caused by the cross-talk from the original Geiger discharge in a 
single pixel. At low bias voltage, a dark count of 2 p.e. should be related to crosstalk phenomena 
only because of the low probability that both electrons generate a Geiger discharge. 
In order to obtain a complete characterization of the device we have measured the dark 
counts rate as a function of the supply voltage. For every voltage applied we have 
performed three measures of rate using three different trigger thresholds: 0.5 p.e., 1.5 p.e. 
and 2.5 p.e. at 23 °C . Results for these measurements are shown in Figure 28. The noise rate 
decreases as the temperature becomes lower. The temperature coefficient of noise rate at 0.5 
p.e. threshold is −5 %/◦ C. There is a factor 2 reduction of the dark count every 8°C [21, 38]. 
These observations imply that the dominant component of the noise is due to the discharge 
of single pixels induced by thermally generated carriers. 
 
 
Fig. 28. Dark counts rate generated by the MPPC as a function of the supply voltage. 
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The measurement of the event rate with 0.5 p.e. trigger gives an estimation of the global 
noise rate, including the thermal dark counts and the crosstalk events. At 1.5 p.e. of trigger 
and for low bias voltage, an estimation of the cross talk events only should be possible, since 
at room temperature we have a low probability that two pixels generate, at the same time, a 
couple just for thermal excitation. 
From the Figure 28 we can remark that the high single rate of the SiPM (if we adopt a low 
photoelectron threshold) can be easily overcome in those experimental conditions where the 
time parameter takes a main role. A double coincidence or a gate signal of the right duration 
can reduce the single rate to acceptable or negligible levels. We have to remind, at this stage 
of the discussion, that the threshold is of the level of a single or few photoelectrons, a level 
which would be impossible for classical PMT. 
In the following table it is shown the noise rate as a function of the threshold and duration 
of the coincidence: 
 
gate 
duration 
Treshold 
0.5 p.e 
Treshold 
1,5 p.e 
Treshold 
2,5 p.e 
10 ns 23 Hz 1 Hz ∼10-10 Hz 
20 ns 46 Hz 0.5 Hz ∼10-10 Hz 
50 ns 115 Hz 0.2 Hz ∼10-10 Hz 
These rates are perfectly compatible with the random coincidences rate obtained from the 
relation N1xN2x2T. Under these conditions we can see that the dark noise is negligible with 
respect to the collected events. Moreover, even without artifices like the indicated 
coincidence technique, with a threshold greater than 3 p.e., the single rate becomes 
acceptable. 
6. Detection efficiency for photons and ionizing particles 
The efficiency of an SiPM is the product of several factors and depends on the QE, the 
geometrical efficiency (εgeom), the Geiger-triggering probability: 
 ( )    trigger geomPDE QE P= λ × × ε   
The geometrical efficiency εgeom represents the fraction of active area in a micropixel.  
Actually, only part of the area, occupied by the micro-cell, is active and the rest is used for 
the quenching resistor and other connections (see Figure 29). εgeom is defined as the ratio of 
sensitive to insensitive area, namely the fill factor, and thus depends on the design and 
layout of the pixels only. It is about 0.3 for a 25 Ǎm pitch sample (as the considered ones) 
and about 0.7 for a 100 Ǎm pitch sample [34, 39]. 
The quantum efficiency of the sensitive area is defined by the intrinsic QE of Si (typical QE = 
80–90%). The thickness of layers on top of the structure and of the depletion area can be 
optimized for specific applications. Efficient absorption of photons requires an increase of 
the thickness in order to maximize photon conversion. On the other side, it is necessary to 
minimize the depletion area region in order to reduce the dark count rate.  Since the QE of 
the sensitive area is defined by absorption coefficient α in Si, taking into account the 
probability of reflection of photons on the device surface, photon detection efficiency can be 
written as: 
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 ( )1   (1 )xgeom triggerPDE e P R−α=ε − −   
where R is the reflection coefficient and x is the position in which the electron-hole pair is 
generated. The fraction of the light transmitted to the sensitive volume is conditioned by the 
topmost layers and the resistive one. For short wavelength in the UV region, the situation is 
more critical. To improve the sensitivity also in this region it is necessary to optimize the top 
contact technologie, depletion thickness and n-p configurations. The triggering probability 
Ptrigger depends on the position where the primary electron–hole pairs are generated and the 
over-voltage (ΔV). To enhance the triggering probability, we have to take into account that 
electrons have in silicon a better chance to trigger a breakdown with respect to holes, by 
about a  factor of 2, and their difference decreases with increasing fields, as shown in Figure 
30 [40]. If one electron-hole pair is born at position x, then the probability that neither the 
electron nor the hole causes an avalanche is given by (1 - Pe ) . (1- Ph) where the function Pe  
is the probability that an electron starting at position x in the depletion layer will trigger an  
avalanche and the function Ph is the analogous for holes.  
 
 
Fig. 29. Matrix of G-APD and evidence of the so called "Fill Factor". 
Consequently, the probability Ptrigger that at x either the electron or the hole initiates an 
avalanche is given by 
Ptrigger =Pe + Ph -PePh 
Thus, we can write: 
 ( ) ( )  1   (1 )xgeom e h e hPDE e R P P P P−α=ε − − + −   
In case of a photo-generation event, two carriers are created travelling in opposite directions 
at the absorption point. The contribution to the PDE can be calculated as a function of the 
generation position by solving two differential equations involving the carrier ionization 
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rates. If conversion happens in the p depleted region, x is equal to the depleted region 
thickness (see Figure 2). 
In a conventional structure n+-p-π-p+, when a pair is generated in the upper side of the high-
field region (n+), the electron is directly collected at the n+ terminal (see Figure 31); thus, it 
does not contribute to the triggering. The hole is forced to pass the whole high-field 
triggering the avalanche. On the contrary, when the pair is generated in the bottom side (p), 
the situation is symmetrical and only electrons contribute to the triggering probability. So 
the triggering probability depends on the position where the primary electron–hole pair is 
generated and on the overvoltage. A high gain operation is favoured.  
 
 
Fig. 30. Avalanche region with width W and the position X which runs from 0 to W starting 
at the n-edge. 
Thus, to maximize the triggering probability, the photon conversion should happen in the p 
side of the junction, in order to allow the electrons to cross the high-field zone and trigger 
the avalanche.  
As an example for λ>450 nm (green and red light) photons convert deep in p-silicon beyond 
the high-field region. Electrons drift back into the high-field region, triggering avalanches. 
Hence in this wavelength range the efficiency is very high. For λ<400 nm photons are 
absorbed in the first microns of the n+ layer. Here the holes drift into the high-field region 
and trigger the avalanche. Under these conditions the QE is reduced in this wavelengths 
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range. As a reference for λ = 400 nm (corresponding to photon energy = 3.10 eV) the 
absorption coefficient is 1.2x105 cm-1 and the thickness required to absorb more than 99% of 
the light is ~1µm (see Figure 5, where the absorption length as a function of the wavelength 
is shown) [41-43]. Several solutions exist for increasing the sensitivity at short wavelengths:  
• an higher reverse bias voltage would increase the avalanche probability for holes, 
though the voltage has to be limited due to the increase of cross talk and dark rate 
• entrance windows has to be made as thin as possible [44, 45] 
• the n+ layer has to be as shallow as possible (for optimum QE); with standard 
equipment for detector fabrication, layers with a junction depth of 100 nm can be 
obtained. The high-field region should be as thin as possible in order to convert photos 
beyond it. 
• Triggering probability can be improved by maintaining the same doping profile 
configuration but reversing the types, i.e. having a p+-n-n--n+ structure, and making the 
junction deeper (> 0.4 µm). Hence the roles of electrons and holes are reversed, 
resulting in avalanches triggered by electrons at short wavelengths (Figure 31). 
In conclusion, to maximize the triggering probability: (i) the photo generation should 
happen in the p side of the junction in order for the electrons to pass the whole high field 
zone, and (ii) the bias voltage (Vbias) should be as high as possible. 
A better scenario is obtained when electron bombardment is considered. In Figure 32 a 
simulation for the range of electrons penetrating into the silicon is shown. The simulation 
has been computed by using Geant4 Simulation Toolkit [46, 47]. If ionizing particles, like 
electrons, are detected in a n+pp+ junction, the range - i.e. the energy - will determine where 
the carriers are generated. If the end of range is in the p region beyond the high-field area, 
both carriers created along the track will be travelling in the opposite directions, 
contributing to the avalanche-triggering probability. Electrons detection efficiency can be 
evaluated from the following: 
 EDE = εgeom(1 – Rback)Ptrigger = εgeom(1 – Rback) (Pe + Ph – PePh)  
where Pe and Ph are the electron and hole breakdown initiation probabilities and Rback is the 
backscattering probability. When a pair is generated before the high field region, the 
electron is collected at the n+ terminal; thus, it does not contribute to the trigger.  The hole is 
forced to pass through the full high-field region and so its triggering probability is given by 
Ph. For pairs generated beyond the high field region, the situation is reversed and only 
electrons contribute to the triggering probability Pe. These probabilities depend on the 
impact ionization rates of holes and electrons, respectively. As pointed out above, the 
electron has an ionization rate of about a factor 2 higher than the hole. 
The reduction of the thickness in n+ layer allows lowering the detectable electron energy. As 
an alternative, maintaining the same doping profile configuration but reversing the types, 
i.e. using a p+nn+ structure and making the junction deeper, can improve the triggering 
probability. In this case the electron range is completely contained inside the p+ region. 
6.1 Dynamic range 
SiPMs produce a standard signal when any of the cells goes to breakdown. When many cells 
are fired at the same time, the output is the sum of the standard pulses. Single 
photonsproduce a signal of several millivolts on a 50 Ω load. For a matrix of Nmicrocells 
microcells, the dynamic range is limited by the condition that (Nph×PDE/ Nmicrocells)<1, 
where Nph is the number of photons, and PDE the Photon Detection Efficiency of the SiPM.   
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Fig. 31. Photon and electron avalanche induced in the two silicon configurations (p+nn+ and 
n+pp+). 
In other words, the average number of photons per cell should be less than 1. If the number 
of detected photons is much smaller than the number of cells, the signal is fairly linear and 
saturates when the number of photons is about equal to the number  of cells. Saturation is 
well  described by: 
   1 exp phsignal microcells
microcells
N PDE
N N
N
 − × 
= × −      
  
6.2 Timing 
The active layers of silicon are very thin (2–4 mm), the avalanche breakdown process is fast 
and the signal amplitude is big. Therefore, very good timing properties even for single 
photons can be expected. Fluctuations in the avalanche development are mainly due to a 
lateral spreading by diffusion and by the photons emitted in the avalanche [48, 49]. As 
shown in Figure 34 for the case of 1x1 mm2 MPPC, operation at high overvoltage (high gain) 
improves the time resolution. 
The dependence of the FWHM  as a function of the number of photoelectrons as shown in 
Figure 35 is in fair agreement with Poisson statistics. The resolution with 15 photo-electrons, 
typical of applications where SiPM are coupled to small volume, high light yield 
scintillators, is better than 25 ps. 
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Fig. 32. The range of electrons in Silicon as obtained from a GEANT4-based simulation. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 33. Dynamic range 
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Fig. 34. Time resolution for 1 and 4 photons for the 1x1 mm2 MPPC as a function of Vbias. 
 
 
Fig. 35. Time resolution as a function of the number of fired pixels 
7. New concepts for semiconductor photomultiplier 
The present commercial production of avalanche Geiger-mode photodiodes gives the 
starting point for a new photomultiplier age, based on p–n semiconductors. As an example, 
in the Hamamatsu production at least three types of n+pp+ Multi-Pixel Photon Counter 
(MPPC) exist: 1600 (25µmx25µm), 400 (50µmx50µm) and 100 (100µmx100µm) pixels 
segmented onto a 1x1-mm2 total active area. The achieved gain, 105–106 at 70–72 V reverse 
bias voltage, makes possible the one photon level detection. The dark count rate is 
suppressed to a few hundreds kHz level, by setting a threshold at 0.5 p.e.. It decreases to 1 
kHz for 1.5 p.e. and it is not significant for 2-3 p.e. Thermally generated free carriers can be 
further reduced by cooling the device. The temperature coefficient of noise rate at 0.5 p.e. 
threshold is -5%/°C. With the present structures the most sensitive wavelength region is 
around 400 nm where the PDE is 25% for the 1600 pixels type, 50% for the 400 pixels type 
and 65% for the 100 pixels type [34], reflecting the higher geometric factor value.  
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At present, the silicon wafer cost and the thermal dark current limit the dimensions of the 
SiPM photodetector at a few mm2. 
Now the question is how to detect photons from large surfaces and/or volumes. 
Their transport and/or focusing from surface and volume can be achieved in three different 
ways: 
1. collecting photons and conveying them towards a single SiPM device; 
2. enlarging the sensitive detector area by ordering several SiPMs in a pixelated matrix 
shape or by focusing the light to the sensitive area by Winston cones, pyramidal 
waveguides or lenses  
3. making a photon conversion by a vacuum hemispherical photocathode which focuses 
photoelectrons on a SiPM (VSiPMT). 
7.1 SiPM coupled to WLS fibers 
The reduction of geometrical area can be obtained by using wavelength shifter fibres 
embedded in the plastic scintillator body and connected at the other end to the SiPM.  
Light collection from large scintillators or complex geometries can sometimes be aided 
through the use of optical elements that employ wavelength shifting technique. Many liquid 
or plastic scintillators incorporate an organic additive whose function is to absorb the 
primary scintillation light and reradiate the energy at a longer wavelength. It is emitted 
isotropically uncorrelated respect to the direction of absorbed light.  
The same light collection principle can be applied using plastic fibers whose contains a 
wavelength medium. For best light propagation along the fiber one want a large shift between 
the optical absorption and the emission band so that minimal self-absorption takes place. 
One of the first experience in this technique has been achieved in T2K experiment with the 
usage of wavelength shifter fibers. In this application [50], the counters are readout via WLS 
fibers embedded into S-shaped grooves in the scintillator from both ends by multi-pixel 
avalanche photodiodes operating in a limited Geiger mode. A customized 667-pixel MPPC 
was developed for T2K by Hamamatsu Photonics [51] with a sensitive area of 1.3×1.3 mm2 
and a pixel size of 50×50 Ǎm2; the sensitive area is larger than those available previously and 
relaxes the mechanical tolerances required for coupling to the WLS fibers used extensively 
in the experiment. 
7.2 Compound Parabolic Concentrators (CPC) 
Image compression from large-surface detectors can be realized using matrices of single 
SiPM pixels. Such a device is particularly suitable in experiments detecting the Cherenkov 
or fluorescence light in the atmosphere. A light concentrator can be used to enhance the 
number of incident photons on the sensitive surface of the detector. 
Some experiment for VHE gamma-ray astronomy (as example  VERITAS [52], MAGIC [53] 
and HESS [54]) already use non-imaging light collectors to concentrate light on 
photomultiplier tubes, while light concentrators are also widely used in diverse fields, as 
solar energy production. 
Compound Parabolic Concentrators (CPC), also known as Winston cones [55], are light-
collection devices intended to concentrate light on a smaller area by maximizing photon 
density per unit surface. Characteristic parameters for CPCs are: dimensional geometry, 
compression, acceptance angle and collection efficiency. CPCs are usually produced with 
amorphous (vitreous) materials like commercially available B270 and BK7. 
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A three-dimensional compound parabolic concentrator is designed by rotating a parabola 
around the optical axis. The analytical description of the CPC profile is given by the 
following equation [55]: 
 
2 ' 2 ' 2
max max max max max
'2
max max
( cos sin ) 2 (1 sin  ) 2 cos  (2 sin )  
(1 sin )(3 sin ) 0 
r z a r a z
a
θ + θ + + θ − θ + θ −
− + θ + θ =
  
in which θmax is the acceptance angle and a’ the exit aperture radius. r and z are, instead, the 
reference axes as shown in Figure 36. 
 
 
Fig. 36. CPC Profile 
As shown in Figure 37 a Winston cone is a double paraboloid built from two off axis 
parabolas, such that the focal point of one falls to the edge of another. The reflecting surface 
is obtained by rotating the parabola around the concentrator axis. 
 
 
Fig. 37. CPC profile and acceptance angle (ીܕ܉ܠ). 
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The overall length of the parabolic concentrator is conditioned by the symmetry that must 
ensure to pass both edging rays and is thus limited by the maximum entrance diameter.  
The overall length is given by: 
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Since the diameter of entrance surface is: 
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resulting: 
 ( )' max  cot  L a a g= + θ   
A useful ratio for describing the characteristics of a concentrator is the geometrical 
concentration ratio or compression [55] defined as: 
 C = entrance surface / exit surface  
The theoretical maximum concentration ratio for a three-dimensional design is thus given by: 
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where θmax is the acceptance angle. The acceptance angle (or the cut-off angle) is the angle 
beyond which most of the light entering the concentrator is reflected out of it: the rays inside 
the collector undergo multiple reflections, and some of the rays that enter at angles smaller 
than the limit value can be turned back; some rays incident at angles larger than the limit 
angle are instead transmitted. 
The optical concentration ratio, considering losses (the optical efficiency), is the amount of 
emerging light at the exit aperture compared to the amount of the incident light on the 
entrance aperture. The attenuation in the concentrator results from reflection losses, 
scattering and absorption. Light collection efficiency depends on the radiation incident 
angle (relative to the Winston cone symmetry axis) and on the acceptance angle. In 
particular, the efficiency drops as large as the acceptance angle. 
Thus, defining the transmission efficiency εtrans as: 
 εtrans = nd / Nphot  
where nd is the number of photons reaching the exit aperture and Nphot is the total number of 
photons penetrating the entrance aperture, the collection efficiency (εcoll ) can be written as: 
 εcoll = εtrans . Cmax  
The collection efficiency is strictly related to the number of multiple reflections before 
reaching the exit aperture. 
Even if  the CPC have been designed for solar energy applications, their utilization in low 
photon detection is attractive to extend the detection surface. In this case, also the impact point 
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on entrance surface has to be taken into account since this leads to a non homogeneous 
efficiency. As we will show, better results are obtained with acceptance angles lower than 5°. 
As shown in Figure 38/left (related to a cone with an acceptance angle of 10° and 8° incident 
photons), it’s possible to identify areas on the entrance surface for which the  number of 
multiple reflections is almost the same. 
 
 
Fig. 38. Left: Transmission zones of rays on the entrance surface of a CPC having θmax = 10° 
for impinging photons at 8°; Right: Rejections zones of rays on the entrance surface of a CPC 
having a θmax of 10°, for impinging photons at 11.5°: remark in (1) two little zones where 
the transmission is preserved. 
Likewise, it’s possible to identify the areas where the photons exit from the entrance surface 
after reflections inside the CPC, without reaching the exit surface. These areas are shown in 
the Figure 38/right, for an 11,5 ° incident photons. 
In order to estimate the collection efficiency of the light concentrator and to study its 
dependence on the length of the funnels and on the angle of incidence, we carried out 
several Monte Carlo simulations. Photons with given direction were produced at the 
entrance aperture and their path was followed until they were either absorbed by the funnel 
walls or left the funnel through one of the apertures. Various types of paraboloids and 
pyramidal light concentrators were examined in the simulations.  
Figure 39 shows a Winston cone simulated with a 0° acceptance angle with an entrance and 
exit apertures of a radius of 28 mm and 5.5 mm, respectively, corresponding to a 
concentration ratio of  25.91. 
The transmission and collection efficiency for this device as a function of photon incident 
angle (with an uniform distribution of photon impact point) is shown in Figure 40. 
As shown in Figure 40, the transmission efficiency, evaluated as nd/Nphot, is strongly 
suppressed for non-perpendicular photon incident angles, in the case of devices designed 
with a 0° acceptance angle. However, the efficiency is about 50% for 10° incident angles. 
The collection efficiency takes into account also the compression ratio (εcoll = εtrans . Cmax); 
simulation shows that, at an incidence angle of about 20°, the collection efficiency is 1: the 
density of photons on the entrance surface is the same of that on the exit surface and the 
concentrator is useless. 
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Fig. 39. 3-D model of the CPC with an acceptance angle of 0° used for the simulation. 
 
 
Fig. 40. Simulated transmission (left) and collection efficiency as a function of incident 
photon angle. 
It makes sense the use of a CPC to increase the detection surface of a silicon device only if 
the devices have a large acceptance angles. To explore this option, a detailed simulation of a 
CPC with 25° acceptance angle (CPC25° ) has been performed. CPC25° is an optical glass B270 
cone having 9.01 mm entrance diameter, 2.50 mm exit diameter, and is 19.25 mm long, 
commercially available by Edmund Optics [56]. Figure 41/left shows the tridimensional 
model used in the simulations while Figure 41/right shows the CPC25° used for the 
measurements. 
 
 
Fig. 41. Left: 3-D model of the CPC25° having an acceptance angle of 25°. Right: A 
photography of the CPC cone used for measurements mounted on its support. 
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Simulations show that the concentrator is able to transmit photons with incident angle up to 
about 25° with a good collection efficiency, ranging between 0.5 and 0.8 depending on the 
incident angle. A small lack in the transmission efficiency is evidenced for 0° incident 
photons, with respect to the case of a 0° acceptance angle designed one. 
In order to experimentally check for the simulation accuracy, we used two different settings. 
The first set up is shown in Figure 42.  
 
 
Fig. 42. The experimental setup. 
The efficiency of a  CPC25° has been measured as a function of the impact position on the 
concentrator entrance surface by employing a computer controlled x-y movement with a 
position precision of tens of microns. A ǌ=407 nm highly collimated pulsed laser beam (spot 
diameter = 0.9 mm) has been sent on the CPC25° and both beams at the entrance and exit 
surfaces have been measured by a double channel Power Meter Newport mod. 2936-C.  
The intrinsic efficiency measured is strongly dependent on the impact point of the photon 
on the entrance surface, as shown in Figure 43. 
The measurements of the transmission efficiency along the CPC25° diameter, superimposed 
to the simulation results, are shown in Figure 44 for impinging photons at 0° and at 20°: the 
simulation correctly reproduces the measurements and confirms the efficiency dependence 
on the photon impact point on the entrance surface. 
Discrepancy in the maximum collection efficiency between data and simulation is mainly 
due to the optical coupling between the CPC25° and the Power Meter probe, but also to the 
photon absorption in the B270 glass, to the intrinsic Power Meter probe efficiency and its 
dependence on the photon incident angle. 
The same measurement has been repeated for several angles of incidence of photons . 
This study shows as, to increase the detection surface of a SiPM by using parabolic 
concentrators, devices designed for small acceptance angles are preferred, with the better 
choice corresponding to 0°, but limiting in this way the field of view. In any case, the 
detection of radiation produced at fixed angles, as in experiments in which Cherenkov 
radiation has to be detected, can profit of this solution. 
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.  
Fig. 43. Transmission efficiency on the entrance surface of the CPC25°. 
 
 
Fig. 44. Comparison between simulation and actual data on the CPC25° (CPC having an 
acceptance angle of 25°) for impinging photons at 0° (Left) and at 20° (Right). 
Differently, a pyramidal device can be considered.  Simulation studies have been  carried on 
this geometric structure (Figure 45). 
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Fig. 45. 3-D model of the pyramidal concentrator used in the simulation and a photography 
of the pyramidal concentrator used for measurements 
The pyramidal concentrator simulated in this work is an optical glass N-BK7 device, with 
7.5 x 7.5 mm2 entrance surface, 2.5 x 2.5 mm2 exit surface and 50 mm long, commercially 
available by Edmund Optics [56]. Figure 45/right shows the pyramidal light concentrator 
used for the measurements. 
From simulation, a good transmission efficiency, almost uniform up to 20°  is obtained for 
this geometry, as shown in Figure 46. 
 
 
Fig. 46. Efficiency curve of the pyramidal concentrator as a function of the impinging angle 
of the photons. 
Also for this concentrator, the efficiency has been measured as a function of the impact 
position on the entrance surface, by using the experimental set-up described in Figure 42. 
The transmission efficiency measured is shown in Figure 47, Figure 48 and Figure 49 for 
different incident angles. 
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Fig. 47. Measurement of the transmission efficiency on the entrance surface of the pyramidal 
concentrator for 0° impinging photons. 
 
 
Fig. 48. Measurement of the transmission efficiency on the entrance surface of the pyramidal 
concentrator for 5° impinging photons. 
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Fig. 49. Measurement of the transmission efficiency on the entrance surface of the pyramidal 
concentrator for 10° impinging photons. 
Measurement results show that transmission efficiency of such a pyramidal light 
concentrator has a slight dependence on the impact point except for the case of incident 
angles of 10°. In fact, as shown in Figure 49, in this case large part of the entrance surface 
(about an half) results in a very low efficiency (about 10%). Actually, this partial inefficiency 
may be due to the very large angles of exiting photons (>60°), out of the angular acceptance 
of the Power Meter probe. 
A second methods adopted to evaluate the effect of light concentrators is based on the 
measurement of photons detected with a 3x3 mm2 MPPC S10931-025P by Hamamatsu 
arranged at the exit surface of the concentrator (Figure 50). 
 
 
Fig. 50. The experimental set-up: light concentrator on the MPPC 
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The average number of incident photons on the concentrator, can be determined by 
measuring the laser power on one of the two outputs of the splitter. The MPPC signal, 
amplified by the National Semiconductor LMH6624 chip as already described, has been 
measured on the oscilloscope and an estimation of the overall efficiency of the system (light 
concentrator + MPPC) has been done by evaluating the number of photons detected by the 
MPPC. Laser power has been set to 40 photons per pulse on the surface of the CPC25°, with 
an incidence angle of 0°. The maximum total efficiency for several distances of impact point 
from the center along one diameter (Figure 51) has been measured. Results show that a 
maximum obtainable efficiency is 0.1, while observing dynamic range it is possible to note 
that this shape of concentrator is not useful to increase the field of view of a MPPC. 
 
 
Fig. 51. Number of photoelectrons as a function of the distance of impact point from the centre 
The same experimental set-up has been used to measure the efficiency of pyramidal 
concentrator (see Figure 52).  
 
 
Fig. 52. Experimental set-up for pyramidal concentrator using an MPPC as a sensitive device. 
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Figure 53 shows the efficiency measurement for several distance of impact point from the 
center (along one dimension) and for several incident photon angles. Again it can be observed 
that the maximum total efficiency is 0.1, but in this case the total surface is enhanced. 
Furthermore, the efficiency results to be very uniform for incident angles in the range 0°-10°.  
The efficiency of the concentrator will be surely enhanced by developing SiPMs in which a 
front-side structure with quenching resistors is integrated into the silicon bulk. In this mode 
obstacles for light like metal lines or contacts, can be omitted and therefore the fill factor 
would only be limited by the gaps indispensable for the optical cross-talk suppression and it 
can reach in principle 100% [57]. Being the fill factor of present SiPM of the order of 30% (see 
Figure 13 and Figure 16) and taking into account it represent the main contribution to the 
concentrator efficiency, it will be possible to achieve very interesting overall efficiencies of 
the order of 35-40%. In this way, the features of a SiPM and concentrator can largely 
overcome the properties of the classical PMT. 
8. Hybrid photo detectors  
One option to further improve the angular coverture of a silicon device could be to combine 
it with vacuum technology. One can replace the dynodes structure of a photomultiplier with 
a silicon photodiode (HPD – Hybrid Photo Detector or with an avalanche photodiode 
(HAPD - Hybrid Avalanche Photo Detector). The detection of photon starts as in an 
ordinary photomultiplier at the photocathode, where a photoelectron is produced. 
 
 
Fig. 53. Efficiency measurement for several distance of impact point from the center (along 
one dimension) and for several angles of the incident photon. 
A pioneering configuration using a gain G = 1 p–i–n diode has been proposed 10 years ago 
by Hamamatsu and DEP. Using p–i–n diodes the signal amplification is given by the 
number of electron–hole pairs produced by electrons emitted from the photocathode, 
accelerated by a high-intensity electric field and injected into the target diode. The gain 
depends on the energy of incident photoelectrons: at 4 kV operational voltage, about 1100 
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electron–hole pairs are generated. However, in many applications where an higher 
sensitivity is required, such a small gain (further reduced by the photocathode QE) limits 
the low level light detection capability. 
More recently, a gain improvement was obtained using diodes in avalanche regime (APD), 
with a resulting additional gain of ~20–50. The overall photomultiplier gain increases, yet 
not enough for low light level detection. In addition, the fluctuations in the avalanche 
multiplication, limit the useful gain range. 
The idea,  which starts from these experience and from the consolidation of the Geiger-
APDs, is to combine them into a sort of classical vacuum tube: electrons emitted by a 
photocathode can be collected and focused on an array of G-APDs, which acts as the 
amplifier. The junction works as an electron multiplier with a gain of 105–106, equivalent to 
the dynode chain of a classical VPMT. Thus the Vacuum Silicon Photomultiplier Tube 
(VSiPMT) would consist of the following: 
- a photocathode for photon–electron conversion, 
- an electric field to accelerate and focus the photoelectrons on a small area covered by 
the G-APD array, 
With 10 kV between photocathode and SiPM, the range of 10 keV photoelectrons impinging 
on the silicon is 1.5 µm (as shown in Figure 32). In a conventional front illuminated n+pp+ 
structure, the n+ layer has to be enough shallow (≤ 0.5 µm) in order to have an efficient 
ionization in the p region. With standard equipment for detector fabrication, layers with a 
junction depth of 100 nm can be obtained [32]. In addition the high-field region should be as 
thin as possible in order to have more ionization beyond it, maximizing the electron trigger 
probability. Otherwise, at lower voltages, a junction structure p+nn+ is needed. The 
ionization should happen in the p+ side allowing electrons to pass the whole high-field zone 
with high avalanche efficiency. In both cases photoelectrons spend most of the ionization 
within the p layer thickness. In contrast with the photon detection, the precise range of the 
photoelectrons permits the optimization of the thickness of the junction n+pp+ or p+nn+ 
layers, minimizing the depletion region with great advantage for lowering the dark current, 
increasing at same time the efficiency and the time resolution. 
Recently C. Joram and al. at CERN [58] performed a very interesting study concerning the 
response of SiPM devices to the electrons impinging. Results they found have been so 
encouraging and interesting to influence also the title they give to the article: “Proof of 
principle of G-APD based hybrid photo detectors”. In practice they demonstrate the 
feasibility of such a solution, already preannounced by our group in [2]. The CERN group, 
thanks to their usual activities, had the possibility of making a detailed test just dedicated to 
this aspect. We consider their result as a precious confirmation of our previous theories 
concerning this arrangement. 
Exploiting the full fill factor of a front illuminated SiPM described in a previous paragraph, 
an ultimate design for a new semiconductor hybrid photomultiplier is possible. It consists of 
a hemispherical vacuum tube with a deposited photocathode and a special SiPM in which 
quenching resistor and electric contacts are integrated in the bulk. The admittance of such a 
component on the sensitive surface allows the full geometrical efficiency of a SiPM used as 
amplifying element, making it very attractive also in this application. So in this way this 
hybrid PMT results equivalent to those, already existing, manufactured with APD (gain 102), 
but with a gain comparable to the standard PMT (106-107). 
In conclusion, photoelectrons emitted by the photocathode are accelerated, focused and then 
amplified by Geiger junctions (Vacuum Silicon PhotoMulTiplier,VSiPMT,). Such an 
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amplifier, which would substitute the classical dynode chain, presents several attractive 
features such as small size, low cost, high gain, high efficiency, absence of an external 
voltage divider, no power consumption, weakened dependence on magnetic fields. 
These developments will offer an attractive response to the necessity of increasing active 
surfaces with high sensitivity. 
8.1 SiPM in cryogenics 
As a last point we wish to underline the possible applications of SiPMs in cryogenic 
environments. Both SiPM matrices and VSiPMTs can be considered as a promising 
alternative to classical photomultipliers for VUV scintillation detection in liquid noble gas 
experiments requiring a high sensitivity to very low energies to detect neutralino Dark 
Matter signals (see for instance [59, 60]). The drop of thermal noise at low temperatures, 
three orders of magnitude at -95° for liquid Xenon, enhances the linearity and the single 
photon detection capability. The above considerations regarding the front and back 
illuminated SiPM induce to envisage a quantum efficiency of 25% in VUV region [61]. These 
figures encourage the use of these new devices in cryogenic environment [62]. 
9. Conclusions 
The so-called silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs, MPPCs by Hamamatsu, etc.) are already 
replacing photomultiplier tubes in many applications. Recently this new photon detector is 
operative on different R&D lines in various applications. High performances characterize 
such a device: reduced dimensions, high gain, low power supply, single photon sensitivity, 
magnetic field operation, very good time resolution, low cost. In particular low power 
supply and negligible power consumption together with a single photon counting, make it 
very interesting also in hostile environments (space, astronomy) and suitable for a wide 
variety of applications (including medicine and biology). The drawback of this detector are 
the reduced dimensions limited by the dark count and silicon cost. To collect photons both 
from great surfaces or/and volumes and to increase the field of view of such a photo 
detector, three solutions have been presented in this paper. Apart the classical and proven 
technique of detecting scintillation light from large volume using WLS fibers, which 
diameter dimensions are compatible with the active part of the present commercial SiPM, 
two innovative solutions are presented to improve the field of view and/or focus the light: 
cones and pyramidal light concentrators assembled in single SiPM or organized in a matrix 
shape. Such a device are applied both to read Cherenkov detector on beam experiments 
(RICH) and astronomical telescopes. A second solution simplifies and improves the classical 
PMT performances by replacing the dynode amplification chain with a SiPM in a Hybrid 
configuration. A similar photo detector using a lower APD gain has been implemented and 
it is already operative. There is space to implement both solutions. To do this at the best, 
advanced SiPM have to be realized. Two are the critical features that have to be solved in the 
next years: the dark noise reduction and the elimination of the dead region around the 
microcell (fill factor) where the quenching resistor is positioned. Already today it has been 
proposed a front-side illuminated detector structure with quenching resistors integrated 
into the silicon bulk. In this concept, the fill factor is only limited by the gaps necessary for 
optical cross-talk suppression. Compared to existing devices the proposed detector has the 
potential of a very high photon detection efficiency. 
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